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Abstract

Objective: Externalizing problems, which are the main reason for youth referrals to mental health agencies, are
highly persistent and predict a range of negative outcomes. Youths with externalizing problems are also
frequently comorbid with anxiety. Among the most widely recognized evidence-based treatments is cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT). Although CBT principles seem to be sound, effect sizes remain moderate, suggesting
improvements could be made to this conventional treatment approach. The main premise of the current pilot
study is to investigate the feasibility of implementing a videogame intervention (‘‘Dojo’’ [Gamedesk, Los
Angeles, CA]) that incorporates CBT principles and aims to address the limitations of conventional CBT
delivery models, with the ultimate goal of improving outcomes for this difficult-to-treat population.
Materials and Methods: ‘‘Dojo’’ is an emotion management game that helps youths to recognize and control
their physiological and emotional arousal. We explored the implementation and user experience of ‘‘Dojo’’ in a
sample of eight adolescents in residential treatment for both externalizing and anxiety problems.
Results: Participants attended all sessions without complaints. They evaluated ‘‘Dojo’’ very positively and
exhibited high compliance during the training sessions. We encountered some problems with session scheduling
and obtaining mentor reports. Quantitative data show the predicted decrease in three out of four measurements.
Conclusions: The smooth implementation, high user satisfaction, high self-reported compliance during training
sessions, and initial outcome results all indicate the high potential ‘‘Dojo’’ holds as an innovative intervention.
If additional rigorously designed randomized controlled trials prove to be successful, ‘‘Dojo’’ can be a costeffective way to engage high-risk youths in effective intervention.

more likely to show externalizing problems than their typically developing peers; they constitute 3 percent of the
population10 but account for 20–25 percent of all referrals.11
These youths have a lower IQ and lack adequate social
skills,12 which increases the likelihood of problems in social
information processing and problem solving.13
Second, many youths exhibit clinical levels of anxiety
in addition to their externalizing problems (referred to herein
as aggressive-anxious youths); in clinical samples, comorbidity rates range from 60 to 85 percent.14–18 Aggressive-anxious
youths tend to focus on negative and provocative stimuli,
showing strong reactivity in return, and they experience difficulty controlling these responses.19,20 The cognitive (e.g.,
hostile attribution bias) and emotional (e.g., emotion regulation problems) deficits may result in impulsive, defensive reactions to real or perceived provocation or threat.21

Background

E

xternalizing behavior problems are the most common reason for youth referrals to mental health agencies.1 Early externalizing problems tend to increase in rate
and severity throughout adolescence and adulthood2–4 and
predict adverse outcomes such as school dropout, unemployment, social maladjustment (e.g., marital violence),
mental health problems (e.g., psychiatric disorders, substance
abuse), and criminality.5,6 Despite extensive attention given
to the development of treatments for externalizing problems,
effect sizes remain moderate at best,7,8 and 25–35 percent of
youths fail to respond to treatment at all.9
There are two concomitant factors that may make some
youths with externalizing problems hard to treat. First, individuals diagnosed with intellectual disability (ID) are even
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Limitations of treatment programs

The most widely recognized, evidence-based treatment is
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT),22–24 although CBT for
externalizing problems still has its shortcomings. The most
important limitations include the didactic teaching format,25
the limited generalizability,25 and the lack of attention paid
to comorbidities, in particular anxiety.26 Didactic learning
relies on imparting psychoeducational information and requires some high-level cognitive processing. This complicates CBT for youths with ID, and there is little evidence that
CBT has any beneficial effect on these youths.27 Moreover,
didactic teaching tends to be less intrinsically motivating:
Engaging youths is one of the most challenging tasks faced
by clinicians.28 Another well-known limitation of CBT is the
disparity between theory and practice—although youths may
know about acceptable behavior, they often do not act upon
that knowledge in emotionally challenging situations. Many
treatment programs incorporate exercises such as role play,29
but these rarely manage to provoke genuine emotional experiences akin to those that arise during ‘‘real life’’ conflicts.
Finally, CBT treatment programs for externalizing problems
focus mainly on aggression and largely ignore anxiety,26 although the majority of these youths also exhibit anxiety.14–18
This is unfortunate because anxiety may play an important
role in the development of externalizing behavior30 and has
even been suggested as the eliciting mechanism.26
‘‘Dojo’’: a videogame intervention

The main objective of this pilot study is to examine the
practical application of a videogame intervention as an initial
step toward a full-scale randomized controlled trial (RCT).
‘‘Dojo’’31 (developed by Gamedesk, Los Angeles, CA) focuses
on emotion regulation and is intended to help youths to recognize and control their physiological and emotional arousal.
‘‘Dojo’’ was developed with the aim to address several
limitations of conventional treatment. First, videogames are
able to impart the same knowledge as CBT but with less
thinking and more doing. Not only do youths learn best by
doing instead of memorizing,32 but also the cognitive load
placed on players is less—unlike conventional CBT progams24—which has the potential to benefit youths with ID in
particular. Second, the in-game environment offers the opportunity to practice acquired strategies, fostering generalization of learned behaviors to contexts outside of the game.
Third, videogames are fun, engaging, and able to elicit
powerful emotions.25 Thus, these games can provide the
occasion for eliciting negative, often difficult-to-manage
emotions, and they provide players with training opportunities for learning to regulate those emotions.
‘‘Dojo’’ was designed to be a playful training to help
high-risk youths learn to manage their negative emotions.
Specifically, ‘‘Dojo’’ incorporates relaxation tutorials and
integrates the teaching of emotion regulation techniques
within the game. Players are provided with real-time
feedback through biofeedback hardware (IOM; Wild Divine [Boulder City, NV]) that monitors heart rate and displays this information to them, which reinforces their
relaxation abilities and helps them master the techniques.33
Controlling physiological reactions facilitates success in
the game, which encourages the player to learn to recognize
the association between emotional arousal and physical
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reactivity and to regulate physiological arousal more effectively as the game progresses.
‘‘Dojo’’ has three rooms (fear, frustration, and anger),
each with one or two relaxation tutorials and a challenging
game that is designed to trigger the emotion in question and
offers the opportunity to practice the acquired techniques.
The relaxation tutorials are CBT techniques that are well
validated and commonly used in treatment programs (deepbreathing techniques, progressive muscle relaxation, positive
thinking, and guided imagery).24,34–38 The ‘‘Fear Dojo’’
(Fig. 1) teaches the player deep-breathing techniques before
the player needs to navigate a maze in which he or she must
evade an angered spirit. The character is able to outrun the
spirit so long as the player’s heart rate remains low. In the
‘‘Frustration Dojo’’ (Fig. 2), the player is taught muscle relaxation techniques and must then navigate through another
complex maze without hitting the walls. When the player’s
heart rate goes up, the ball grows larger, which makes it more
difficult to successfully navigate the maze. Lastly, the
‘‘Anger Dojo’’ (Fig. 3) teaches positive self-talk and guided
‘‘safe place’’ imagery. Here, the player must take part in a
hand-slapping contest and dodge the Dojo Master’s efforts.
Again, the game reinforces the practical use of the relaxation
techniques: the higher the player’s heart rate, the faster the
Dojo Master slaps. Table 1 shows a summary of the game
characteristics.
To our knowledge, only one other study has focused on a
videogame designed for youths with externalizing problems.
‘‘RAGE-Control’’ has successfully been incorporated in a
CBT-based program to teach youths emotion regulation
techniques and decrease their levels of anger.39–41 A case
illustration showed that acquired relaxation techniques were
retained between sessions and used in everyday life.40 The
main difference between ‘‘RAGE-Control’’ and ‘‘Dojo’’ is
that the former was designed to practice and strengthen the
techniques learned during therapy sessions with a therapist,
whereas ‘‘Dojo’’ teaches the CBT skills directly in the game
and could be potentially used as a stand-alone intervention,
given the right contexts.
Our primary aim in this pilot study was to assess the feasibility of ‘‘Dojo’’ as an intervention for high-risk aggressiveanxious youths in residential treatment, as well as to understand
their experience of playing the game. Although this was not a
treatment outcome study, we also aimed to examine the outcomes on externalizing behavior and anxiety. It was expected
that participants would report high satisfaction with ‘‘Dojo’’
and that posttest scores on externalizing behavior and anxiety
would show decreases compared with baseline.
Materials and Methods
Participants

The sample consisted of eight adolescents (five males,
three females) with a mean age of 14.38 years (standard
deviation [SD] = 1.60). Inclusion criteria consisted of clinical
levels of externalizing problems and anxiety, based on clinician assessments. Clinicians were asked to refer eligible
participants. All male participants were diagnosed with mild
(n = 3) to moderate (n = 2) ID. The female participants had no
ID. Participants received 10 euros after the posttest measurement. All approached participants and their legal
guardians gave written consent. Participants were told that
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FIG. 1.

‘‘Fear Dojo.’’ Color images available at www.liebertonline.com/g4h

‘‘Dojo’’ was designed to help them learn to regulate their
emotions. They were not informed about the specific expectations regarding externalizing problems and anxiety.
Ethical review and approval were provided by the Faculty of
Social Sciences, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands under protocol ECSW2013-1811-154.

FIG. 2.
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Study design and procedure

This study was conducted in two residential treatment
centers that offer 24-hour care for youths with severe mental
health problems. Participants had eight 30-minute sessions
during which they played ‘‘Dojo’’ on a laptop. The sessions

‘‘Frustration Dojo.’’ Color images available at www.liebertonline.com/g4h
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FIG. 3. ‘‘Anger Dojo.’’ Note: Hou je van de kleur blauw? = Do you like the color blue? (Color images available at
www.liebertonline.com/g4h)

took place twice a week for four consecutive weeks. The
game sessions were supervised by a researcher who was
trained to explain the game to the participants and guide
them through the tutorials and challenges. Three participants
had a 2-week break in the middle of the intervention, due to
scheduling problems. We have included these participants in
the sample because outcome differences were minimal and
did not affect our conclusions.
Measurements were conducted in the week before and
after the intervention and consisted of participants’ selfreport and mentor report (by the group care worker with
whom they had the most contact). The self-report measures
were scored in an interview to insure comprehension (some
participants had difficulties with reading).
Measurements
User evaluation. Participants rated statements regarding
their satisfaction with the game on a 5-point scale (e.g., I
liked playing ‘‘Dojo’’). Additionally, they were offered the
opportunity to give comments and suggestions for improvements to the game.
Training evaluation. Participants’ compliance was assessed by self-report on a 7-point scale (e.g., How would you
rate your compliance during the breath relaxation training?).
Externalizing behavior. The Dutch language version of
the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire42,43 was used to
measure self-reported and mentor-reported externalizing
behavior. We used the externalizing subscales Conduct
Problems (e.g., I fight a lot), Hyperactivity-Inattention (e.g.,

I am easily distracted), and Peer Problems (e.g., I am usually on my own), each consisting of five items. We calculated a total score of externalizing behavior by summing
up these three subscales. The Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire was successfully used in a sample of youths
with ID,44 has good validity, and correlates highly with
other established questionnaires that measure externalizing
behavior.45
Anxiety. The Dutch language version of the Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale46 was used to measure self-reported and
mentor-reported anxiety (e.g., I worry about things, I am scared
of the dark). This translated version has successfully been used
in another study among Dutch children.47 The Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale has 45 4-point items and is composed of
six subscales: Separation Anxiety, Social Phobia, Obsessive–
Compulsive Disorder, Fears of Physical Injury, and Generalized Anxiety. It has good reliability and validity and shows
high correlations with other anxiety questionnaires.48 The
Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale has not yet been tested
among youths with ID but is suitable for children as young as
8 years old,46 so no problems were expected in a sample of
adolescents with ID.
Analyses

All data are reported via descriptive statistics (mean and
SD). Given the explorative nature and small sample size of
this study, no statistical analyses were performed. We calculated g2 values as a measure of the differences between
baseline and posttest scores.
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Table 1. Characteristics of a Videogame for Health (‘‘Dojo’’)
Characteristic
Health topics
Targeted age group(s)
Other targeted group characteristics
Short description of game idea
Target player(s)
Guiding knowledge or behavior change theory(ies),
models, or conceptual framework(s)
Intended health behavior changes
Knowledge element(s) to be learned
Behavioral change procedure(s) (taken from Michie
inventory) or therapeutic procedure(s) used
Clinical or parental support needed?
Data shared with parent or clinician
Type of game
Story
Synopsis
How the story relates to the targeted
behavior change
Game components
Players game goal/objective(s)
Rules
Game mechanic(s)

Procedures to generalize or transfer what’s
learned in the game to outside the game

Virtual environment
Setting
Avatar
Characteristics
Abilities
Game platform(s) needed to play the game
Sensors used
Estimated play time

Specifics for ‘‘Dojo’’
Emotion regulation
Adolescents
Residential care, emotion regulation problems, clinically elevated
levels of externalizing problems and anxiety
An emotion management game that teaches players how to recognize
and control their physiological and emotional arousal
Individual
Engaging instead of didactic learning, practicing instead of
memorizing, targeting anxiety in addition to externalizing
problems
Decrease in externalizing problems and anxiety
Improved emotion regulation
Deep breathing techniques, muscle relaxation techniques, positive
self-talk, and ‘‘safe place’’ imagery
Yes, clinician or practitioner support needed to run game sessions.
Yes
Active, casual, educational
The player experiences ‘‘Dojo’’ through the viewpoint of a person
who is going through a hard time and is reflecting on recent events.
The story represents the player’s real life.
Finish all three games and become a true ‘‘Dojo’’ Master
‘‘Fear Dojo’’: Collect eight bones and bring them to the chest.
‘‘Frustration Dojo’’: Navigate the maze and make it to the end.
‘‘Anger Dojo’’: Stay in the hand-slapping game for 3 minutes.
‘‘Fear Dojo’’: Navigate a maze to collect the bones and evade an
angered spirit. The player is able to outrun the spirit so long as
the player’s heart rate remains low.
‘‘Frustration Dojo’’: Navigate a complex maze without hitting the
walls. When the player’s heart rate goes up, the ball grows
larger, which makes it more difficult to successfully navigate
the maze.
‘‘Anger Dojo’’: The player must take part in a hand-slapping
contest and dodge the Dojo Master’s efforts. Again, the game
reinforces the practical use of the relaxation techniques—the
higher the player’s heart rate, the faster the Dojo Master slaps.
The games are able to elicit powerful emotions and offer the
opportunity to practice relaxation techniques. Controlling
physical reactions facilitates success in the game, which
encourages the player to learn to recognize the association
between emotional arousal and physical reactivity, as well as to
regulate physiological arousal.
The game has three rooms (fear, frustration, and anger), each with
a relaxation tutorial and a challenging game that is designed to
trigger the emotion in question.
NA
NA
Computer/laptop
IOM (Wild Divine) biofeedback hardware
4 hours, divided into eight sessions of 30 minutes of gameplay

NA, not applicable.

Results
User experience

All approached participants were willing to participate
and completed eight game sessions without issue. User

evaluation outcomes are presented in Table 2. Satisfaction
with ‘‘Dojo’’ was high. It was noted that participants enjoyed
playing ‘‘Dojo’’ and liked the use of a videogame as a form of
therapy. Four participants commented on the limited number
of rooms in the game (they would have preferred more).
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Table 2. User Evaluation (n = 8)
Mean (SD)
Liked playing ‘‘Dojo’’
Thinks other youths will like playing
‘‘Dojo’’
Liked ‘‘Dojo’’ being a videogame
intervention
‘‘Dojo’’ is useful in daily life

4.13 (0.35)
3.88 (0.64)
4.13 (0.84)
3.75 (0.89)

SD, standard deviation.

Participants reported high compliance during the training
sessions. The average score for self-reported effort was 5.25
out of 7 for positive self-talk (SD = 1.49), 5.00 for muscle
relaxation (SD = 1.31), 5.00 for guided imagery (SD = 1.17),
and 4.63 for deep-breathing techniques (SD = 1.41).
Externalizing behavior and anxiety

The quantitative data for externalizing behavior and anxiety are presented in Table 3. Participants’ self-report scores
showed a decrease from baseline to posttest on externalizing
behavior. The g2 values show medium to large effect sizes.49
Mentors did not report change in youths’ externalizing behavior. For anxiety, both self-reported and mentor-reported
scores showed a decrease from baseline to posttest. The g2
values show large effect sizes.49 One mentor’s posttest
measurements was completely missing, and another only
completed the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire.
Discussion
Key findings

The main aim of this pilot study was to provide a feasibility
investigation of ‘‘Dojo’’ as an intervention for aggressiveanxious youths in residential care. We assessed the implementation and user experience to explore new ways of
intervening with these high-risk youths. Treatment adherence
is usually problematic—with dropout rates for treatment
programs targeting externalizing problems as high as 50
percent.7 One of our most promising findings is that all

approached participants took part and completed all ‘‘Dojo’’
sessions. These adherence results suggest that videogames in
general, and ‘‘Dojo’’ in particular, may be a compelling
strategy that keeps youths motivated, engaged, and practicing
the skills they need to make automatic in order to use them in
their everyday life. Participants’ overall satisfaction was high:
We observed almost a ceiling effect, which suggests that the
game reached its goals of being fun, engaging, and appealing
to this target population. This is promising because motivation is an important factor in treatment adherence.50
Participants’ most common criticism of ‘‘Dojo’’ was the
limited number of rooms in the game they could explore;
during the intervention, participants had to repeat one or more
of the rooms after they had already ‘‘solved’’ or completed it.
Although iterations are part of the processes underlying automatization,51 it would be desirable to have more tutorials
and games that train the same skills to offer players more
variety in gameplay. With more funding, it may be feasible to
program additional game experiences without compromising
the structure and basic design of what may be an effective
training game. Participants’ main complaint about the game
was that it did not have enough rooms, which indicates that
they really enjoyed the experiences they did have. This is one
of the most promising parts of these perceived criticisms:
Youths were asking for more of what ‘‘Dojo’’ offered them,
not something different or the opportunity to avoid the game.
Participants’ high compliance during the training sessions
indicates the promise of ‘‘Dojo’’ to effectively teach relaxation techniques to youths who would otherwise not be
motivated to learn these techniques. ‘‘Dojo’’ provides a more
engaging environment to practice relaxation techniques
compared with a therapist’s office. In the absence of the
game environment, relaxation techniques may feel unnatural
for youths, and it is often difficult for them to see the usefulness of these techniques.39 While playing ‘‘Dojo,’’ participants practiced the techniques together with the in-game
Dojo Masters and the researcher, which arguably mitigates
feelings of self-consciousness. Immediately after the training
sessions, participants played the game and were stimulated to
use the techniques to make progress in the game. This helped
them to see the value of applying relaxation techniques and
regulating their emotions.

Table 3. Measurement Scores Before and After Intervention
Self-report
Baseline
Externalizing behavior
Conduct problems
Hyperactivity
Peer problems
Anxiety
Separation anxiety
Social phobia
OCD
Panic, agoraphobia
Fears of physical injury
Generalized anxiety

11.63
2.88
6.38
2.38
23.25
4.00
3.87
4.37
3.88
2.25
4.88

(4.00)
(2.42)
(2.45)
(1.69)
(19.59)
(3.38)
(1.99)
(4.27)
(4.85)
(3.77)
(4.58)

Post-test
10.75
3.38
5.25
2.13
16.38
2.25
2.75
3.50
2.38
2.00
3.50

(3.15)
(2.26)
(1.67)
(1.64)
(14.12)
(1.49)
(1.58)
(5.01)
(3.74)
(2.78)
(2.98)

Mentor report
2

n

Z

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

0.25
0.14
0.44
0.06
0.36
0.28
0.33
0.21
0.23
0.31
0.63

Baseline
13.71
4.00
6.29
3.34
27.17
4.00
8.33
3.50
3.67
3.83
3.83

(2.29)
(2.38)
(1.89)
(2.07)
(10.09)
(1.79)
(2.58)
(2.43)
(2.25)
(1.94)
(2.48)

Posttest
13.43
3.57
6.29
3.57
19.33
2.67
5.50
2.17
2.33
3.67
3.00

(3.55)
(2.57)
(2.29)
(1.62)
(9.00)
(1.86)
(2.51)
(1.60)
(2.07)
(1.63)
(2.19)

n

Z2

7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.00
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.21
0.32
0.31
0.20
0.28
0.28

Data are mean (standard deviation) values. The g2 values are interpreted as small (g2 = 0.01), medium (g2 = 0.06), or large (g2 = 0.14)
effects.49
OCD, obsessive–compulsive disorder.
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The quantitative data are encouraging in that scores on selfand mentor-reported anxiety and self-reported externalizing
behavior showed the predicted decrease with medium to large
effect sizes. These results are promising and seem to warrant
further RCTs to rigorously test the effects of ‘‘Dojo’’ in this
hard-to-treat population.
Herein, we have demonstrated the potential of ‘‘Dojo’’ as
an intervention, but we do not propose this as a stand-alone
form of therapy; it seems that the game may be best delivered
as a beneficial addition to regular treatment. ‘‘Dojo’’ is most
likely to make an impact when a practitioner supports and
guides the youths through the game. Youths with clinical
problems—and especially those with ID—require some help
to grasp the link between mastering the relaxation techniques
and successful completion of the game. Moreover, clinicians
may find it particularly useful and effective to individualize
treatment by relating youths’ experiences during the game to
their real-life experiences. When used in conjunction with
conventional therapy, ‘‘Dojo’’ may reduce the number of
therapy sessions needed.
Strengths, limitations, and future work

This study was conducted in a clinical setting, a context in
which research on interventions is critical to establish effectiveness. Future RCTs should follow this same ‘‘real
world’’ approach to evaluation in order to require minimal
translation to implement results in practice if they turn out to
be equally positive. For this pilot study, the combination of
quantitative measures and qualitative observations provided
us with a rich source of information, from the perspectives of
participants and researchers.
Unfortunately, we cannot attribute causality to the qualitative data because of the lack of a control group and the
small sample size. Participants knew that ‘‘Dojo’’ was designed to help them to regulate their emotions, although they
were not aware of the expected decrease of externalizing
problems and anxiety. Also, some of our participants had
other forms of therapy in conjunction with ‘‘Dojo’’ (e.g.,
social skills training) that could have affected the quantitative measurements.
We are currently running a full-scale RCT that compares
‘‘Dojo’’ with treatment as usual (i.e., the control group receives
the treatment that is normally being delivered in their respective situations). This RCT will incorporate measurements at
baseline, posttest, and follow-up to assess short- and long-term
effects. Only by running rigorously designed RCTs with proper
control groups can we feel confident that ‘‘Dojo’’ could be an
effective, and perhaps superior, treatment than what is currently being delivered in residential treatment centers.
Another important avenue to pursue in further research is
to evaluate the effects of specific ‘‘Dojo’’ elements. The
game saves log files that provide the opportunity to keep
track of the player’s gameplay. Although in this study participants rated to what extent they considered the game
useful in daily life, it would be interesting to explore how
long players engaged in the different tutorials/games, how
immersed they were in each, and subsequent relations to
outcome measures. Moreover, the game specifically targets
emotion regulation. It would be useful to test whether the
decreases in outcome measures are actually mediated by
improved emotion regulation skills.
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Conclusions

This pilot study provides a preliminary evaluation of
‘‘Dojo’’ as an intervention for aggressive-anxious youths.
Although RCTs with adequate sample sizes and control
groups are required, our goals were met in terms of establishing evidence for the feasibility of an innovative videogame intervention in this high-risk population. The smooth
implementation, positive evaluations, and initial outcome
results all demonstrate the high potential ‘‘Dojo’’ holds as an
intervention for youths with severe behavioral problems.
If rigorously designed, large-scale evaluations prove equally
successful, we will have identified an innovative, costeffective means by which one of the most difficult-to-treat
populations can be engaged in effective intervention.
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